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Abstract

Standard Thai tones are divided into two
categories; namely, level tones (mid tone,
low tone, and high tone) and contour tones
(falling tone and rising tone).

The Thai high tone was found to have
changed its height and shape between the
years 1911 and 2006 (Bradley 1911;
Abramson 1962; Tumtavitikul 1992; Morén
and Zsiga 2006). The tone changed its
shape from mid falling (1911) to high level
(1962), and then to mid rising (2006).

This study attempts to show that the high
tone in Standard Thai is changing its
phonetic characteristics from high level to
mid rising. The informants were divided
into two age groups: over-sixty and under-
twenty. Each age group was comprised of
twenty informants. The Praat program
was used to conduct an acoustic analysis.
The results show that the high tone shape
in the over-sixty group is high level, but it
is mid rising in the under-twenty group. It
has also been found that the present
characteristic of the high tone is similar to
that of the rising tone. It is argued whether
the Standard Thai high tone should be
categorized as a contour tone. Standard
Thai high tone variations indicate the
plausibility of observing an ongoing change.
In addition, some ongoing change in the
falling tone is also discussed.

Introduction

Thai is classified as a tonal language, a
language that uses tone to convey word
meaning. For example, [maa] means ‘to
come’ but [máa] means ‘horse’. Based on
an acoustic study and phonological
analysis (Abramson 1962, 1975), there are
five distinctive tones in Standard Thai3:
mid tone, low tone, falling tone, high tone
and rising tone. Acoustically, each Thai
tone phonetic characteristic is well-defined
by fundamental frequency (F0) shape. F0
shape is identified by F0 height (the
starting point of F0) and F0 direction (the
movement of F0). The F0 shape is the basis
for grouping Thai tones into two
categories, namely level or static tones,
and contour or dynamic tones.

The level tone category is comprised of mid
tone, low tone, and high tone. The contour
tone category is comprised of falling tone
and rising tone.

All tone shapes can be described by using
the five-tone scale pitch system to represent
their F0 height and direction. And to
convert their shapes into the five-tone
scale pitch system, the mid tone is [33],
low tone is [21], falling tone is [43], high
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tone is [44 or 45], and rising tone is [323].

Over the past several decades, an acoustic study of Standard Thai tones has been an interesting topic for many linguists. Linguists of earlier studies examined Standard Thai tones on isolated monosyllables (Abramson 1962, 1975, 1979; Erickson 1974). Then Hiranburana (1972), Potisuk et al. (1994) and Tingsabadh and Deeprasert (1997) proposed testing the tones in stressed and unstressed syllables of connected speech. Recently, Gandour et al. (1999) and Teeranon (2002b) have made advances. They studied stressed and unstressed syllables in tempo and rhythmic units of speech. Most of these studies confirmed that Standard Thai tones are: mid tone is [33], low tone is [21], falling tone is [43], high tone is [44 or 45], and rising tone is [323]. The findings also showed that the F0 shape of Standard Thai tones can vary by context, e.g. tone variants in stressed syllables, tone variants in unstressed syllables. It can be said that the studies mentioned above were all interested in the synchronic study of Thai tones; they were seemingly focused on tone variations in various contexts. There are only a few studies (Panroj 1991; Teeranon 2002a, 2002c) seemingly interested in the diachronic study of Thai tones or variations of Thai tones in apparent time. These studies discovered that the F0 shape of tones can vary by apparent time; they used different age group to represent the past and the present time. Panroj (1991) found that Thai tones tend to be different from time to time. However, Panroj (1991) never stated clearly that the high tone changed its F0 height and direction from high level [44 or 45] to mid rising [334]. An examination of change in the Standard Thai high tone was later conducted by the documented research method (Teeranon 2002a). There was also a study (Teeranon 2002c) which tried to prove the change in the Standard Thai high tone spoken by two generations: an older generation and younger generation. But she used a small number of informants, only three from each group. It can be observed that previous work was based on small numbers of informants as prior to the advent of computers, measuring glottal periods as seen in waveforms or measuring across harmonics in narrow-band spectrograms was time-consuming. The other point that can be obviously seen from the F0 shapes of tones found in each study is, moreover, presented by using the overall mean. The variation of F0 of tones, not just for high tones, seems to be undervalued. That is to say, the phonetic variations of tones seem to be undervalued. To demonstrate that high tone change is observable, F0 shapes of high tones were also presented by their variants. As mentioned in Aitchison (2001: 43), Labov recognized, the variation and fuzziness which so many linguists try to ignore are quite often indications that changes are in progress.

In order to confirm the change of the high tone, an acoustic study of Standard Thai tones and their variants was analyzed using measurements of F0 on isolated monosyllables spoken by informants of two generations: those over sixty years old and those under twenty years old\(^4\). The reason for studying the change in these two age groups is that the over-sixty group represents the past, while the under-twenty group represents the present and the future.

\(^4\) From now on, we call them the over-sixty group and the under-twenty group, respectively.
Preliminary background: The change of Standard Thai high tone

According to the F₀ shape of the high tone during the past century, starting from 1911 to 2007, the development of the high tone is divided into three periods⁵.

Figure 1: F₀ shapes of Standard Thai tones in the first period (adapted from Bradley 1911⁶)

The phonetic characteristics of Standard Thai tones first began to be recognized in 1911 by C. B. Bradley. Bradley (1911) used a kymographic recording of Thai. The informant may have been himself, an English-Thai bilingual. It was observed that the high tone was high falling, which makes it similar to the falling tone of the present time. The rising tone began at mid-pitch before steadily increasing. As a result, when comparing the high tone and rising tone, their shapes are totally different in F₀ height and direction (see Figure 1).

Figure 2: F₀ shapes of Standard Thai tones in the second period (Abramson 1962)

From 1962–1975, while the rising tone showed a slight change, the shape of the high tone showed much greater change. In this period, the rising tone began at mid-point then stayed low before rising, but the high tone gradually increased from the high level with a slight fall at the end (Abramson 1962, 1975; Erickson 1974). The high tone was seemingly changing from contour to level. And it is found that the falling tone shape looked very much like the high tone in the first period (see Figure 2). In recent times, the high tone has been noticed to change its shape again from high level to mid rising (see Figure 3) (Abramson 1979; Chuwarahawong 2000; Morèn and Zsiga 2006; Panroj

⁵ Actually, there have been many studies of Standard Thai tones done by linguists in each period. But we chose to present only one work in each period. The rule for selection is that the age of informants must not be more than twenty-five years old. Therefore, they are sixty-five years old today; in other words, they are in the same generation as our over-sixty group of informants.

⁶ Though C.B. Bradley conducted the research in 1908, his paper was published in 1911.
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In order to make a comparison between high tone shapes in each period, we converted each figure and set up a table to present the change.

Table 1 consists of six columns. The first column represents the period which is divided by high tone shape. The second column represents the authors and the year they conducted their research. Some social factors, sex and age, are represented in the third and fourth columns. The fifth column represents the tone shapes converted from the original. Five lines in this column were drawn. Each line represents F0 values. The lowest F0 values are represented by the lowest line (or number 1 on a Five-scale numerical system) and the highest line represents the highest F0 values (or number 5 on a Five-scale numerical system). Then the F0 values in the fifth column have been converted to a numerical system in the sixth column.

Figure 3: F0 shapes of Standard Thai tones in the third period (Potisuk et al. 1994)
Table 1 The change of Standard Thai high tone shape

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(1) Periods</th>
<th>(2) Authors</th>
<th>(3) Sex of informants</th>
<th>(4) Age of informants</th>
<th>(5) Five-scale tone stick system</th>
<th>(6) Five-scale tone numerical system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bradley (1911)</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
<td>442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Abramson (1962)</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>23-25</td>
<td></td>
<td>44-45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Potsuri et al. (1994)</td>
<td>male and female</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td>334</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the first period, the high tone is high falling [442]. The tone shape starts from a high pitch and rises before falling to a low pitch level. Its falling curve shows that the high tone is a contour tone.

Fifty-five years later, in the second period, the tone shape is high level [44 of 45]. The tone shape starts from a high pitch and rises steadily. However, its slightly falling contour at the end still remains. Its shape is becoming less contoured compared with the first period.

In the third period, the high tone starts from mid pitch and levels off before rising. It is noted that this shape is similar to that of the rising tone (Abramson 1979). Obviously, between the first and the third periods, the high tone shape totally changes. That is to say, high tone height has changed from high to mid, and its direction has changed from falling to rising.

Language data

The language data used as test tokens were drawn from Standard Thai belonging to the Tai-Kadai language family. The language has a repertoire of nine monopthongal vowels /i, i, u, e, a, o, e, a, o/ with vowel length distinction. But all the test words contained the vowel /aa/. The reason for selecting /aa/ was to avoid an effect of intrinsic pitch. As it has been confirmed that different vowel heights can cause different F0 values (Whalen and Levitt 1995), high vowels, e.g. /i/, tend to have higher F0 values than low vowels, e.g. /a/. Therefore, only the low mid long vowel, /aa/, was selected for the study.
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Forty informants were chosen. As language change can be affected by age, these informants were then divided into two groups: twenty informants were over sixty years old and another twenty informants were under twenty years old. The age of the informants was used to help further confirm the claim of high tone change. It is believed that age is one of the most important factors to test the change in apparent time (Chambers 1995; Labov 1994). The informants in the over-sixty group represent the past, while the under-twenty group represent the present and the future.

Three sets of test tokens were selected for the /aa/ vowel with various kinds of initial consonants as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Set 1</th>
<th>Set 2</th>
<th>Set 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>khaa ‘logged in, remain</td>
<td>naa ‘rice field’</td>
<td>faa ‘a note’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>embedded’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khàa ‘galangal’</td>
<td>(nûj) naa ‘custard apple’</td>
<td>faa ‘palm (of the hand), sole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(of the foot)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khàa ‘servant, slave’</td>
<td>nàa ‘face’</td>
<td>fàa ‘scum’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khàa ‘to trade’</td>
<td>nàa ‘aunt’</td>
<td>fàa ‘sky’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khàa ‘leg’</td>
<td>nàa ‘thick’</td>
<td>fàa ‘pot cover’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Methodology**

After preparing all the meaningful test tokens, the informants were asked to pronounce each test word in isolation five times. They pronounced each time at a moderate tempo, with a pause after each token. The number of total test tokens was three thousand (twenty informants x two age groups x five tokens x three sets x five times). The recordings were made directly on to Cooledit Pro in the computer. Cooledit Pro was also used when each sound was segmented. The Praat program version 4.2.09 was used to analyze the F0 of isolated words. The frequency at five points of time for each vowel was selected for measurement, at 0%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 100%. Microsoft Excel 2003 was the tool used to analyze and plot graphs of the overall means (x) of F0. And to study high tone variants, F0 values were then converted to semitones to have something more like pitch before making a comparison. Line graphs were drawn as seen in Figure 4 to Figure 7.

To analyze the variants, six hundred tokens out of three thousand were selected by using a random sampling method8. The constraints on the random sampling were: 1) there are twenty informants in each age group, 2) only the high tone of the three sets was selected for analysis, and then 3)  
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five-randomized tokens were selected. In each age group, the same shape of high tone was classified and categorized. The percentage of frequency distributions of each variant was calculated.

Results

The overall mean of Thai high tones in the over-sixty group

In Figure 4, the results show that the Thai high tone of the over-sixty group is similar to that found by Abramson (1962). The high tone is high level [44]. It begins with a high pitch, then steadily rises before slightly falling. This is because the informants represent the second period of tone change (see Table 1). In comparison, the rising tone begins with a lower pitch then slightly falls before rising.

The overall mean of Thai high tones in the under-twenty group

As seen in Figure 5, the under-twenty high tone shape became [334], which is more similar to the rising tone. And the starting point of the pitch for the high tone and rising tone is lower than that of the over-sixty group. Both tones seem to be more contoured, sharply falling and rising. The result confirms the gradual change of the Thai high tone from high level [44] to mid rising [334]. The findings support the high tone change reported by Abramson (1979), Panroj (1991), Tumtavitikul (1992), and Teeranon (2002a, 2002b, 2002c).

As all Thai tones are well-defined by F0 shape, the shape of the high tone is obviously changed to be more contoured. This leads to the question of whether we should place the high tone as a contour tone instead of a level tone. This confirms an observation made by Abramson (1978, 1997) that the tone percept can be improved by F0 movement.

It was also found that the mid tone and low tone are virtually the same shape but at different heights in the voice range.

In addition, it was shown that the falling tone is changing. In comparison with the
over-sixty group, falling tone shape in the under-twenty group levels off at a higher level for half of the time before gradually dropping (see Figure 5). This result supports the findings of Lertthana (2005) that the falling tone is changing. And the change of the falling tone can be used to confirm some mechanisms in directionality of tone change proposed by Pittayaporn (2007): contour reduction, peak sliding, and perceptual maximization. That is to say, the falling tone has changed its peak sliding; its F0 height moves up to higher values. And to compensate for the higher F0 height, the falling tone shape has changed to be less contoured to enhance the perception of a falling tone.

High tone variants in the over-sixty group and in the under-twenty group

The shape of high tone variants

After six hundred tokens out of three thousand were selected for analysis, then they were categorized by grouping the same shapes of high tone together. In the over-sixty group, it was found that there are three variants of high tone: high level [45], high level with slightly falling [44], and rising [434] (see Figure 6). In the under-twenty group, it was found also that there are three variants of high tone but the height and direction are a bit different. The three variants are high level [34], rising with slightly falling [322], and rising [334] (see Figure 7). When compared Figure 6 and Figure 7, pitch height in the under-twenty group is lower than in the over-sixty group.
In the under-twenty group, there are also three variants: high level [34], rising with slightly falling [322], and rising [334]. The variant that appears to have the highest frequency distribution is rising [334] shape, accounting for 78%. Rising with slightly falling [322] shape distribution amounted to 28%. And high level [34] distribution amounted to 2% (see Figure 9).

**Figure 8: Percentage (%) of frequency distributions of high tone variants in the over-sixty group**

It is obvious that the pitch height of the high tone is moving down from high to mid. And the two high tone variations, high level-like shape and rising shape, appear in both groups. The high level-like shape is seemingly prominent in the over-sixty group. The rising shape, which is the most prominent variation of the under-twenty group, also appears in the over-sixty group but at a smaller percentage. In other words, the high level-like shape is not a prominent variation for the under-twenty group, but rising is. As rising is one variation in the over-sixty group, it is plausible that the high tone has changed its shape from high level [44~45] to mid rising. The high tone variation found in this research indicates a change in progress. It is not an abrupt change, but a gradually change. And ongoing change is observable. Based on Labov (1994), the findings confirm that variations and fuzziness show observable change.

**Conclusion**

Based on the findings, it can be concluded that the phonetic characteristics of the Standard Thai high tone have changed. The high tone shape has changed from high falling [442] in 1911 to high level [44 or 45], and at the present, the high tone shape is changing to rising contour [334]. And the high tone should be regrouped as a contour tone not a level tone. Moreover, high tone variants in each age group indicate the plausibility that the high tone is changing from high level shape to rising shape, and this change is observable.

Phonetic characteristics of the high tone and rising tone are becoming the same. Tone is used to distinguish word meanings. Therefore if the high tone and rising tone become the same, it will cause homophones. In order to avoid homophones, it is possible that the high tone or rising tone shape may change again.
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